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6 TASK master While LED ceiling
spots provide general illumination and a subtle
wash down the tall cupboards in this scheme
by Splash of Light, 07946 351056, splash-oflight.co.uk, the alcove workspace features two
Hector Bibendum wall lights, £130.80 each,
Original BTC, 020 7351 2130, originalbtc.com,
which direct brighter light on the desk where
it’s needed for working.
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classic-style cabinetry combine to create a
look of contemporary luxury in this kitchen,
from £35,000, by Humphrey Munson, 01371
821300, humphreymunson.co.uk. Large
Tapered blown glass pendants, £215 each, also
by the company, suit the grand proportions of
the room, while their transparency accentuates
the light mood and maintains the airy, open
feel of the design.

7 variety show In a room with
a high ceiling, layers of light can be used to
create different effects. Here, the Light Drizzle
wall light, £888, Ochre, 020 7096 7372, ochre.
net, casts pretty shadows, while the table lamp
creates an intimate mood. Luna, £960 including
shade, Villaverde, 020 7610 9797, villaverdeltd.
com, is a similar lamp. Scheme by Splash of
Light, 07946 351056, splash-of-light.co.uk.

9 focal point Stylish pendants
catch the eye and can be used to highlight
special features, in this case the beauty of
the richly coloured marble island. The gentle
lines of these Fin bone china pendants, from
£178.80 each, Original BTC, 020 7351 2130,
originalbtc.com, soften the strict linear effect
of the wall panels and kitchen furniture.

8 on the rise Steplights on stairs
add subtle glamour and are a practical nighttime safety feature. Cazalla LED Steplights,
£84.34 each, John Cullen, 020 7371 9000,
johncullenlighting.co.uk. Design by Splash of
Light, 07946 351056, splash-of-light.co.uk.
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